Structural basis for drug resistance mechanisms against anaplastic lymphoma kinase.
Drug resistance to anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) inhibitors (crizotinib and ceritinib) is caused by mutation in the region encoding kinase domain of ALK. Compounds with potential ability to inhibit all strains of ALK are a solution to tackle the problem of drug resistance. In this study, we delineated positions of residues possessing the ability to make ALK drug resistant upon mutation by assessing them using five parameters (conservation index, binding-site root-mean-square deviation, protein structure stability, change in ATP, and drug-binding affinity). Four residual positions (Leu 1122, Thr 1151, Phe 1245, and Gly 1269) were ascertained. This study will be beneficial for designing drugs with better proficiency against ALK and the issues of drug resistance. This study can be taken as a pipeline for investigating drug-resistant mutations in other diseases as well.